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Interactives:  Rock Cycle 

1. Type in this address to your Safari app: 

https://www.learner.org/interactives/rockcycle/ 

2.  Answer the questions as you proceed through this fun program! 

3.  A “Test Your Skills” is at the end.  Your score is due to your teacher today.  

Introduction – Read through the introduction and then click on “Begin with Types of Rocks.” 

Types of Rocks 

1.  The differences between sedimentary, metamorphic, and igneous rocks have to do with how they 

are FORMED.  

2.  Sand, shells, pebbles, and other fragments are called SEDIMENT 

3.  Two examples of sedimentary rock: CONGLOMERATE AND LIMESTONE 

4.  Metamorphic rocks often have RIBBONLIKE  layers and shiny crystals. 

5.  Two examples of metamorphic rock: GNEISS AND MARBLE 

6.  What is the difference between magma and lava? MAGMA IS IN THE INTERIOR OF EARTH AND 

LAVA IS ON THE SURFACE. 

7.  Two examples of igneous rock:  BASALT AND OBSIDIAN 

8.  List 6 key characteristics that geologists use to identify rocks: 

CRYSTALS  FOSSILS  GAS BUBBLES 

GLASSY SURFACE  RIBBONLIKE LAYERS  SAND OR PEBBLES 

Click “Next: Start your rock collection” 

Follow directions given and fill in the information below as you go: 

Gneiss – pronounced “nice” forms from other rocks that have been squeezed and HEATED. 

Conglomerate formed in WATER (RIVERBEDS, LAKEBEDS, ETC…)  

Marble formed from the rock LIMESTONE  that was pushed down into Earth and subjected to intense 

heat and pressure. 

Basalt has many gas bubbles in it, is dark in color, and makes up most of the OCEAN FLOOR. 

Limestone has FOSSILS  that formed when seashells were compressed into the seafloor. 

Obsidian is created from lava that cools so quickly that no CRYSTALS  can form.  

Click Done. Read the instructions on the next screen.  Click Begin. When finished, click Done. 

https://www.learner.org/interactives/rockcycle/


How Rocks Change 

1. Due to movements in Earth’s crust, rocks are frequently pulled UNDER  the surface of the earth, 

where temperatures increase.  

2.  Before a rock reaches the melting point, a rock can undergo changes while in the SOLID  state, 

changing from one type of rock to another.  

3.  Heat and PRESSURE  work together to alter rocks under Earth’s surface.  

Click “Start” to see the animation.  Then click “Next.” 

4.  The temperature range for rocks to melt is between 1100 & 2400  degrees Fahrenheit.   

5.  Melted rock is called MAGMA. 

6.  Any rock that forms from the cooling of magma is an IGNEOUS  rock. 

7.  Rock forming from lava is EXTRUSIVE  igneous rock. 

8.  Rock forming from magma is INTRUSIVE  igneous rock.  

Click “Melting” and then “Cooling” to see the animations then click “Next.” 

9.  The breakdown and transport of sediment is called WEATHERING & EROSION. 

10.  Weathering and erosion affect ALL  rocks on Earth’s surface. 

11.  The weight of accumulated sediments presses the particles together, COMPACTING  them. 

Click on “Weather & Erosion” and “Compacting & Cementing” to see the animations.  Then click 

“Transform the Rock.”  Read the directions and click “Begin.”  Reading the red explanation will help 

you with this game!  When prompted, read the explanation, click “Next” and continue with this 

portion.  Click “Done.” 

The Rock Cycle Diagram 

Read through the introduction and follow the directions by clicking on the boxes to read more about 

the process and rocks. Click “Done.”  

Complete the Rock Cycle Diagram by answering the questions.  

“Test Your Skills” – not a “test” because you are using your answers from this activity.  

1.  Type in your first name and last initial. 

2.  Answer the questions 1 – 15 using your knowledge and what you have completed here.  

3.  When finished, click “See Your Results.”  

4.  Show your score to your teacher.  It is due today.   

5.  Review what you may have missed by scrolling through the answers and clicking on the blue link 

that is under any questions you missed.  


